“

We are integrating the CORE API into our product, IRIS,
because so far it is the open access portal that covers almost
all open access content, provides easy to integrate API and
has a powerful search querying engine.
Viktor Botev, CTO, Iris AI AS

“

CORE is Naver’s largest provider of full text content. CORE’s
data are now synchronised with Naver using CORE FastSync,
reducing the amount of effort that would be needed to collect
these data in traditional ways.
Kim Sejin, Content Manager, Naver Academic Service

“

CORE Repository Dashboard provides an excellent level of
feedback and control over what gets harvested, aggregated
and exposed.
George MacGregor, Institutional Repository Manager,
University of Strathclyde

CORE Recommender greatly enhances the functionality of our
repository and provides our users with topical open resources
that are only a click away.
Arthur Smith, Deputy Manager of Scholarly
Communication (Open Access), Cambridge University

Contact: theteam@core.ac.uk

The world’s largest aggregator of open access research papers
CORE provides free and seamless access to millions of research articles
aggregated from thousands of Open Access data providers, such as
repositories and journals.

AS A RESEARCHER - try CORE Search and CORE Discovery to find
papers of interest to you

AS A LIBRARY OR UNIVERSITY - add a link to CORE Search and CORE
Discovery in your Library Guides

AS A REPOSITORY MANAGER - install the CORE Recommender and
register for the Repository Dashboard to manage your content in
CORE
AS A DEVELOPER OR COMPANY - subscribe to our API, Dataset or
FastSync services

core.ac.uk

Access to raw data

Content discovery

API

Recommender

Develop new applications with the CORE API

A leading research papers recommendation solution

A unique and free API providing real-time machine access to
metadata and full texts of research papers in CORE. Perfect for
developing and running innovative applications.

A plugin for repositories, journal systems and web interfaces to
suggest similar articles, supporting users in discovering similar
articles.

Dataset

Discovery

Download millions of research outputs for text and data
analysis

One-click access to free copies of research papers
whenever you hit the paywall

Download all of CORE data and run processes in your own
infrastructure. Perfect for prototyping new methods, data analysis
and text mining.

CORE Discovery assists users in finding freely accessible copies of
research papers that are behind a paywall. Access millions of full text
open access papers.

Managing content

core.ac.uk

FastSync

Repository Dashboard

Keep your data in sync with CORE and never miss
a new research output

Manage your repository outputs and ensure they are
visible to the world

Keep an always up to date copy of all CORE data in your
infrastructure. A premium service, ideal for all types of businesses,
from start-ups to large enterprises.

A service designed for our data providers. It provides an online
interface offering valuable technical information and statistics to
content providers.

